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Intercorporate Investments

Financial Assets

IAS 39
not valid

anymore

IFRS 9
classification

debt

equity

reclassification

Associates

see

next

page

Joint Ventures

influence
shared

control

IFRS

definition
contractual arrangement 

between two or more

venturers

which establishes joint control

joint arrangements
joint operation

joint venture

financial reporting

IFRS
equity method

only

US-GAAP
equity method

only

Business Combinations

see

one of 

next pages



Associates

companies involved
investor

investee (= associate)

significant influence

examples

representation on board of directors

interchange of managers

participation in policy-making process

etc.

typical percentage interest

rule

significant influence presument, if voting 
rights ...

at least 20 % ...

and less than 50 %

voting rights at least 20 %
we presume significant influence

unless circumstances demonstrate otherwise

voting rights less than 20 %
we presume no significant influence

unless circumstances demonstrate otherwise

financial reporting
equity method

synonym
"one-line

consolidation"

algorithm

initial measurement

name
at

cost

computation

purchase price

minus
proportionate share of

book values of assets

equal to
excess 

purchase price

attributable to
proportionate share of ...

hidden 

reserves

goodwill

subsequent measurement

value

cost

plus
proportionate share

of income

minus
proportionate share 

of dividends

fair value option
IFRS

US GAAP

impairment
IFRS

US GAAP

transactions with associates

types
upstream sale

downstream sale

recoverable amount

the higher of ...

value in use

sum of 

discounted

cash flows

and

net selling price

fair value

less

costs to sell



Business combinations

types

merger

definition

only one of 

the entities 

remains in existence

i.e.

company A

plus company B

= company A

acquisition

definition
legal continuity

of the entities

i.e.

company A

plus company B

= (company A plus company B)

names of companies
parent

subsidiary

consolidation

definition
new legal entity is formed

none of the previously existing entities
remains 

in existence

i.e.

company A

plus company B

= company C

Special Purpose Entity

Variable Interest Entity

controlling influence

methods

no more in use
pooling of interest

uniting of interests method

in use
acquisition 

method

financial reporting

consolidation process

100 % acquisition

less than 100 % acquisition

important aspects

recognition and measurement
of assets and liabilities

of combined entity

measurement of goodwill

under IFRS

full-goodwill

non-controlling interest

to be measured

at fair value

partial-goodwill

non-controlling interest

to be measured

at the non-controlling interest´s

proportionate share

of the acquiree´s

identifiable net assets

under US GAAP

full-goodwill

only, 

i.e.

non-controlling interest

to be measured

at fair value

recognition and measurement
of any

non-controlling interest
if parent´s acquisition

is less than 100 %

special purpose entities
SPE for a leased asset

securitization of assets

variable interest entities


